FRONTEND DEVELOPER (ANGULAR)
WHO ARE WE?
At OpenMotics, we are re-imagining, re-designing, and
re-engineering the way your building works. Smart
building automation increases comfort, lowers your
energy consumption and with optimised energy flows
we help fighting the global carbon footprint.
We are looking for passionate and creative people who
love developing tomorrow’s IoT platform. OpenMotics
is a fast-growing company with a no-nonsense culture
that gets stuff done.
We build a professional open source building
automation platform including automation hardware,
energy measurement capabilities and a dynamic cloud
management interface allowing the functionality to be
extended by 3rd party services.
We get off on solving real problems in the most
elegant manner possible and want to work with
people who think alike. We’re a team but also a family.
We dream big, iterate fast, and like to build a better
future.

NICE TO HAVES
Experience with Ionic (or other hybrid mobile
app frameworks)
Experience with native iOS or Android is a plus
Exposure to automated testing/deployment

WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER
We offer a function in a growing and
financially healthy company with real
professional development possibilities
We offer you a lot of responsibilities, you will
be part of the team, you will be part of
decisions and the future of the company
You will work full-time, of which at least 2
days a week from our Ghent based office and
be part of a vibrant community of young startups with occasional after-work activities
You will receive a contract of indefinite
duration with a competitive wage adjusted for
your function according to your experience
and potential

YOU...
... have a Professional Bachelor or Master in
CS/IT/ICT or equivalent through experience
... have at least 3 years of experience developing in
Javascript/Typescript
... have experience with the Angular (2+)
framework.
... like to develop responsive interfaces
... like an environment where everything doesn’t
have to be serious all the time and you appreciate
humor, fun and off-work activities
As a front-end developer, you will work on a set
of frontend projects. This includes a set of
Angular web applications as well as a mobile
Ionic-Angular application. You’ll work side by
side with other colleagues that work on the
same project, or on other projects that are
based off the same stack.

CONTACT US
Grasp the opportunity and send us your
resume and motivation letter to
jobs@openmotics.com

